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Great things happening at BCI plc!
Dear client,
A lot has happened since our last communication in March. It has been an exciting period for
Fairwinds Management Limited, particularly with the launch of the new logo, for which we received a
lot of positive feedback, as well as the appointment of Joceline Caruana as a new Director who since
joining the company back in 2014, has been instrumental in growing Fairwinds Management and its
team. Once again, we take this opportunity to congratulate Joceline for this well-deserved
achievement in her career.
Now looking ahead, we are looking forward to next month during which our two major companies,
Accounting Services Ltd and Fairwinds Management Limited will be celebrating their 6th anniversary
since their incorporation. Fairwinds Management 6th anniversary also coincides with the very recent
rebranding of the company’s identity that is part of its ongoing evolution. These achievements would
not have been possible without your support by choosing our companies to handle the services that
you or your business needs. We are ever grateful for trusting us and our services.
We would also like to announce that once again we are providing directorship services for Malta
companies, thus offering management and control solutions in Malta for trading companies. If you
would more information about these services do not hesitate to contact us.

Malta A.I. & Blockchain
Summit
Two weeks ago, on 23rd and 24th May, Fairwinds
Management Limited was one of the exhibitors at
the Malta A.I. & Blockchain Summit, held at
Hilton, St. Julian’s. It was great to be part of this
activity during which we had the opportunity to
meet up with individuals and companies looking
for solutions to kick start a new business in Malta.
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Upcoming deadlines
30th June
Personal Income Tax Return
Corporate Tax Payment For Year of Assessment 2018

Office activities
8th March - Celebrating International Women's Day
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27th March - Brunch at the office

26th April - A cultural day out of office on BCI’s Chairman birthday
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Recent blog posts
Click on the links below to read more
Fairwinds Management Limited appoints new Director
The importance of accounting and bookkeeping
Virtual Offices in Malta
Second Time Buyers
Rapid and headache free international business

Most liked photo of the quarter
Fairwinds Management Limited logo launch - 21.05.2019
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We would like to remind you that our offices will be closed tomorrow, Friday 7th June, due to a public
holiday. We take this opportunity to wish you a nice long weekend ahead!
Feel free to contact me or my team with any questions that you might have.
Thank you for reading.
Sincerely,
Adrian Sciberras, FCCA, MIA, CPA, LL.B.(Hons) (Melit.)
Chairman, Business Concept International plc
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